ATTACHMENT 1

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES ON INVASIVE SPECIES BY
ONTARIO MUNICIPALITIES & CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES

Between 2017-2019, the Invasive Species Centre (ISC) conducted online and telephone surveys to review current known
and reported expenditures on invasive species incurred by municipalities and conservation authorities in Ontario. We
received data from 147 municipalities and 23 conservation authorities specific to the most recent fiscal year or annual
expenditures. Estimates are based on averages and extrapolations of this data.

Estimated average expenditure
per Ontario municipality:

$218,148/YEAR

This number includes an average
$1,077,562 /YEAR spent by urban areas,
$213,518/YEAR spent by counties, and
$28,976/YEAR spent by townships.

Total estimated expenditures by
municipalities and conservation
authorities across Ontario:

$50.8 MILLION/ YEAR

Estimated average expenditure
per Ontario conservation authority:

$314,724/YEAR

AVERAGE ANNUAL

EXPENDITURES BY REGION:
per municipality

per conservation
authority

$10,770

$9,735

$132,424

$293,757

$527,573

$710,222

$172,939

$127,403

While this report estimates what Ontario municipalities and conservation authorities
are spending on invasive species, this is just a fraction of the economic impacts of
invasive species. The potential economic impacts on agriculture, fisheries, forests,
healthcare, tourism and the recreation industry are estimated to be approximately

$3.6 billion/year in Ontario.1

ESTIMATED ANNUAL EXPENDITURES ON INDIVIDUAL INVASIVE SPECIES
Emerald Ash Borer
$22,426,763 | $7,300,615
Zebra Mussels
$4,486,761 | $0
Gypsy Moth
$4,474,562 | $0
Quagga Mussels
$4,458,250 | $0
Phragmites
$2,806,166 | $349,098
Wild Parsnip
$1,081,183 | $4,736
European Buckthorn
$832,318 | $206,561
Dutch Elm Disease
$587,569 | $0
Dog-Strangling Vine
$88,813 | $234,956
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Giant Hogweed
$209,416 | $21,974
Asian Longhorned Beetle
$227,778 | $0
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It pays to invest in prevention. The invasion curve shows that investing in prevention
provides economic returns 100x higher than management after species arrival.2
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Prevention Priority: Oak Wilt
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Oak wilt is caused by a disease that kills oak trees.
Oak wilt has been found less than 1 km from
Windsor, Ontario and is a top invasive threat to
Ontario. If it were to arrive in Ontario, preliminary
estimates predict costs of $66.5 million to cut and
replace street trees in the GTA alone.3
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1 Vyn, Richard. 2017. “An Assessment of the
Costs and Economic Impacts of Invasive Species
in Ontario.” Report prepared for the Invasive
Species Centre.
2 Adapted from the Generalised Invasion Curve
(Agriculture Victoria, 2009).
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3 Canadian Forest Service, 2018. Unpublished
data.
Zebra mussel photo: Amy Benson, U.S.
Geological Survey, Bugwood.org.
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